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SEC Investigation Of Accounting Firms Is A Good First
Step
By Jesse Jensen and John Rizio-Hamilton (April 6, 2022, 5:15 PM EDT)

The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission is reportedly conducting a sweeping
investigation of conflicts of interest at accounting firms, including the so-called Big Four
— EY, Deloitte, KPMG LLP and PwC.[1]
The probe purportedly concerns whether these and other accounting firms' practices
providing consulting and other nonaudit services undermines their ability to conduct
independent reviews of public companies' financials. As the SEC looks to Congress to
increase its funding and staffing for the coming year,[2] it is crucial that the SEC
commit to investigating these issues thoroughly to restore trust in our capital markets
and prevent investor losses.
Under U.S. securities laws, auditors are the first line of defense for investors against
improper and fraudulent accounting. As the U.S. Supreme Court recognized in 1984 in
U.S. v. Arthur Young & Co., federal regulations requiring public companies to have
annual financial statements audited by independent auditors serves to "obviate the fear
of loss from reliance on inaccurate information, thereby encouraging public investment
in the Nation's industries."[3]
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For that reason, the Supreme Court continued,
[i]t is therefore not enough that financial statements be accurate; the public
must also perceive them as being accurate. Public faith in the reliability of a
corporation's financial statements depends upon the public perception of the
outside auditor as an independent professional. ... If investors were to view the
auditor as an advocate for the corporate client, the value of the audit function
itself might well be lost.[4]
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Thus, SEC regulations prohibit accounting firms from doing nonaudit work for an audit client that could impair
the accounting firm's objectivity and impartiality.
History has repeatedly shown that these concerns about independence — that an auditor's objectivity and
impartiality may be impaired by nonaudit work — are not just abstract. Among the more notorious examples
is the criminal accounting fraud perpetrated at Enron Corp.
Enron's auditor, Arthur Andersen LLP, gave its seal of approval to Enron's fraudulent financials while also
making millions of dollars from consulting work for Enron — with consulting fees even exceeding audit fees in
the year preceding Enron's collapse.[5] As Andersen's failures and ethical lapses concerning Enron emerged,
the accounting firm collapsed — turning what had been the Big Five into the Big Four.
In the years since, even as Enron and other scandals heightened focus on the importance of auditor
independence, the significance of consulting and other nonaudit business for the Big Four and other
accounting firms continued to grow.[6]
During this time, these firms have paid millions to the SEC for alleged independence violations.[7] As SEC
Enforcement Director Gurbir Grewal recently acknowledged, these penalties "are not having the desired
deterrent effect" on independence violations, but instead alarmingly are "sometimes viewed as a cost of doing
business."[8]
As Oxford professor Karthik Ramanna wrote in 2019, the crisis of trust faced by auditing is "an especially
perverse situation given the audit's central role in fostering trust in markets."[9] A string of high-profile audit
failures and alarming auditor misconduct in the short time since Ramanna published his conclusions has only
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worsened this crisis of trust.
For example, during the recent criminal trial of former Theranos CEO Elizabeth Holmes — in which Holmes
was found guilty of multiple charges related to defrauding investors — the public learned that at least three
Big Four accounting firms had been engaged to provide services to Theranos, including audits.[10] These
accounting firms made millions of dollars in fees and never raised their hands to signal that something may
be amiss.
As another example, further revelations have emerged about the audit failures surrounding Hewlett-Packard
Enterprise Co.'s disastrous acquisition of Autonomy Corp., whose CEO faces criminal charges in the U.S. for
alleged accounting fraud.
In September 2020, the U.K. Financial Reporting Council imposed a record fine on Deloitte UK for its role in
failing to detect Autonomy's fraudulent accounting. As has been observed, Deloitte UK's deficient audits
occurred at the same time as Deloitte's member firms across the world — including in the U.S. — provided
consulting services to Autonomy, implicating the same sorts of independence concerns now under
investigation by the SEC.[11]
Still other alarming revelations of misconduct have further rattled the bond of trust between investors and
auditors, such as the criminal enterprise carried out to steal confidential information concerning KPMG's
regulatory inspections. That scheme led to prison sentences for KPMG personnel, and KPMG agreed to pay a
$50 million penalty and retain an independent consultant to assess the firm's ethics and integrity to settle
charges of its own admitted wrongdoing.[12]
Against this backdrop, the SEC's investigation comes at a critical time. Our capital markets are the economic
lifeblood of our nation, and trust in the independent auditor is part of the backbone of that system. It is
crucial that the SEC restore some of this lost confidence and finally address the systemic issues that have
repeatedly harmed shareholders of public companies.
Critically, an investigation into auditor independence must be just the first step — not the last. There are
indications suggesting that the SEC intends to build such momentum. The SEC's requested fiscal year 2023
budget looks to add 400 new staff positions and seeks an increase of more than $53 million for the agency's
Enforcement Division alone.[13]
With the benefit of additional resources, the SEC needs to follow its investigation with increased enforcement
activity, including large fines that remove or at least curtail the economic incentive for the market's
independent gatekeepers to turn a blind eye. Investors and our capital markets deserve nothing less.
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